
 

 

2023 REPORT OF THE NETHERLANDS 

In general the trend where high level regatta’s have been attracting less boats continued, with the 

exception of the NorthSea Regatta that was very well attended – in part because it is a qualifier for 

the Fastnet but also in general.  We did see good attendance at events where more ‘adventurous’/not 

W/L character where you would see boats come out for one race only. 

In the Netherlands IRC is run mainly as dual scoring with ORC, except for ‘Damen Breskens Sailing 

Weekend’ in the south of the Netherlands where IRC is the primary system – also because part of 

their market is the Belgium racing community.   

There also is a substantial number of Dutch boats that is mostly active around the Solent. 

A lot of Dutch boats entered into the Fastnet. Unfortunately not many finished. There was a lot of 

discussion whether sending the fleet out was a wise decision or whether the start should have been 

delayed by 24 hours for the majority (non pro) part of the fleet. 

Because it was a Fastnet year we saw a lot more certificates issued in comparison with last year. This 

number represents certificates, not the number of boats. 

 

 

The trend that more and more boats are preferring the local Yardstick solution is also continuing. A 

lot of owners and potential participants rightly or wrongly perceive racing under a handicap system, 

whether IRC or ORC as complicated, because you have to get your boat measured and you need to 

comply with safety regulations. Also we see more and more former owners moving to one design 

racing with boats like J/80 and Finn. Double Handed sailing seemed less popular, the Dutch national 

championship had to be cancelled due to lack of participation. 

Handicap systems in general should try and address this, and maybe focus less on the top end of the 

fleet.   

Below is an overview of the major dutch events and participation. It should be noted that the 

Antwerp Race still needs to be held, and that participation of the Breskens weekend and the 

Medemblik Regatta was considerably less, maybe in part because boats participated in the Fastnet or 

ORC World Championship  

 

ProductFamily Count 2023 Count 2022

Certificaat IRC 182 98



 


